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M
ost markets today regulate production ﬂows of
goods and services, rather than exchanges of exist-
ing stocks as in traditional views of markets. Persis-
tent directionality in continuing ﬂows of intermediate goods
is indeed the hallmark of our economy. So three roles, not
just buyer and seller, are involved in the commitments that
producers in each given market make each period. Only a
niche within an industry establishes you in a line of busi-
ness, with wide recognition. The more proﬁtable the niche,
the better, of course.
Each producer ﬁrm guides itself into its niche along a
market proﬁle from watching actions of its compatriots.
That proﬁle is sustained when it offers tradeoffs of quality
versus volume that are equally attractive downstream to
buyers. Each producer ﬁrm is of course eager to optimize
net returns over the costs it incurs upstream. But the key
intervening inﬂuence is search by producers to reduce un-
certainty in outcomes from their commitments. The result-
ing market is a joint social construction governed by an
asymmetry in ﬂows.
Economists have not as yet agreed on how they should
characterize the process and structure through which par-
ticular ﬁrms actually constitute a market. So they largely
pass over particular ﬁrms by settling for a stylized story of
pure competition where buyers do not distinguish between
different ﬁrms’ qualities of product. On the other hand,
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tures usually pass over particular markets and focus on
various relations among, and orientations by, ﬁrms. Neither
of these approaches has been able to provide a plausible
account of a production economy, because neither is able to
explain how markets and ﬁrms interdigitate as they co-
evolve in networks of ﬂows.
As in other articles in this issue, complexity emerges
from network interactions, but here the constituent “ac-
tions” depend on interpretive understandings, joint and
several, and this has to guide the elicitation of parameters
and the handling of path dependencies and other indeter-
minacies. This account thus attempts to meld interpretive
with positivist modes of analysis and modeling.
Networks of relations deﬁne social space and forces.
Each connection to some degree entails and warrants other
connections in that locale. This ﬁeld of local forces induces
also effects of longer range computable in terms of patterns
of structural equivalence. The task of this article is to op-
erationalize this across production markets.
Network ties can ensure some degree of habitual place-
ment but thereby also limit options in adapting to changes
downstream in the uncertain world of business. Production
ﬂows, together with payment ﬂows, are determined by gen-
eralized rather than localized exchange. The production
market thus sidesteps as much as it utilizes binding in social
networks.
The ﬁrst part sketches a model of a signaling mechanism
that can sustain different sorts of markets in equilibrium,
each across various assortments of producers by quality. I
abstract from the solution a two-dimensional map for indi-
vidual varieties of market. I also parameterize interactions
of substitutability across markets. For a full exposition of
this model see my recent monograph Markets from Net-
works [1].
Thereafter I develop further analyses of effects from sub-
stitutability as to markets lying cross-stream from one an-
other, markets that are substitutable to some degree in
buyers’ eyes within networks of production ﬂows from up-
stream to downstream. The ﬁnal section introduces the dual
form of production market whose proﬁle is oriented back
upstream to suppliers when they are perceived as the
greater source of uncertainty for choosing production com-
mitments, and again there focuses on cross-stream substi-
tutability. For detailed mathematical analyses see my work-
ing paper Cross-Stream Substitutability [2].
PROFILE AS SIGNALING MECHANISM
Aggregate revenue to a market, W, must be computed as the
sum of worth W(y)o fﬂow volume y from each producer
ﬁrm in the market, but these latter lie along a proﬁle that
frames and thus disciplines their commitment choices,
thereby affording secure identity as a recognized line of
business spread among distinct niches for each ﬁrm. So the
analyst, given that this proﬁle reproduces itself out of social
pressures from upstream and downstream, must ﬁgure out
how to scroll across the particularities and total number of
the ﬁrms.
Quality Niches
Start with the very special case of perfect competition where
downstream buyers do not distinguish one ﬁrm’s product
from another so that only the cost side distinguishes one
from another as they jockey to ﬁll volume that is accepted
downstream. Good old Supply-and-Demand reigns as each
chooses volume where its unit cost equals the common
price from perfect competition. Sensitivity in valuation
downstream of volume and the same upstream as to cost
are the parameters you need; however, the mathematics
shows that only the ratio matters; so Figure 1 is a state space
for market context that is sufﬁcient to identify market out-
comes in price and volumes for any particular set of pro-
ducers. It is just a line segment representing possible ratios
from zero just up to 1: You know that only ﬁrms whose unit
costs increase with volume ﬁt here, unlike in most actual
markets. The denominator is c, and let a designate sensitiv-
ity downstream.
But obviously most markets must embrace producers
who differ by quality perceived downstream that correlates
with differences in producers’ costs. And conversely: see
Zuckerman [3]. Let n designate quality. There must be sen-
sitivities in valuation also to quality, both downstream and
upstream. It makes sense that again only the ratio really
matters for market outcomes; so we suppose that the state
space gets extended as shown here: Designate the ratio for
quality as b/d, in parallel to the ratio for volume, a/c.
To sum up, Figures 1 and 2 show how a sociological
rationale can generate a broad space of possible contexts for
markets as social constructions. Later we show which of the
contexts do not support viable competitive markets and
how competition plays out differently for different contexts
across the rest of the state space.
Market Proﬁles
What could hold together this market ensemble of ﬁrms of
differing quality and cost? There is no referee, and the
buyers can only react once the different producers have
committed to volumes. So the mechanism must be some
framing of the ﬁrm’s choice such that the volume it per-
FIGURE 1
Space of parameter ratio (downstream to up) for predicting outcome
in perfect competition from volume sensitivities.
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stream as being a tradeoff between volume for quality as
desirable as for each other producer.
Not all ﬁrms are run by rocket scientists, so the signals
they attend to in making their choices must be ordinary
observables and without any elaborate computation being
necessary. Quality normally is
not observable in any numerical
form. I propose that the produc-
ers watch each other’s ship-
ment/price outcomes and inter-
polate among them to guide
their own optimizing choice.
This mechanism reinterprets the
signaling model of Spence [4].
Their conﬁdence that any choice
along this proﬁle will be con-
ﬁrmed rests on the common
sense that curvature of market
proﬁle reﬂects existing tradeoff
downstream that concedes
higher price to higher quality at
lower volume (Figure 3).
MAP for State Space
I will spare you the mathemat-
ics, but plausible speciﬁcations
of the families of cost and attrac-
tion structures across the pro-
ducers’ﬂ ows do in fact characterize what proﬁles are viable.
One of the two big shifts from perfect competition is that no
longer is market aggregate W determinate. Supply and de-
mand are replaced by path dependence in ﬁnding a proﬁle
that will reproduce itself and survive.
The other big move beyond perfect competition is ex-
actly that there is curvature in the proﬁle, rather than the
straight line for price constant with volume. The mathemat-
ics show just how the curvature in the market proﬁle is
determined by context (one uses a partial differential equa-
tion). This curvature must obtain regardless of just how
many producers there are and how spread out on quality,
and so on. From the mathematics the context that really
matters is deﬁned by two ratios. One is the downstream
versus upstream ratio of valuation sensitivity to variation in
volume: just the ratio plotted in Figure 1. Designate it here-
after as v. The other is a parallel ratio but now with regards
to sensitivity to quality level. Designate it as u. These two
ratios yield a plane state space as in Figure 2. The mathe-
matics predicts curvature of viable market proﬁle just from
location in this plane, which can be seen as the state space
of the market.
But now enters substitutability between parallel markets.
Introduce a substitutability parameter x, the degree of
“Xcuse me for butting in.” Let the limiting case of no substi-
tutability, a market as unique source to downstream custom-
ers and upstream procurement, be x  1; with more substi-
tutability represented by higher value of x. This x is not a ratio.
(The mathematical device used is an exponential cap on the
sum of buyers’ valuations indexed by the numerators of v and
FIGURE 3
Each producer interpolates a proﬁle through the (revenue, volume) outcomes of all and then chooses optimum
volume versus own cost curve.
FIGURE 2
Space of parameter ratios for predicting outcome in differentiated
competition. Vertical axis: valuation by quality, zero to inﬁnity; hori-
zontal axis: valuation by volume, zero to 1.
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various ﬁrms.)
No longer can one say the volume sensitivity ratio of Figure
1 is capped at unity: markets can be viable even when pro-
ducers have increasing returns to scale with volume. So the
proper state space given some de-
gree of substitutability x is an en-
largement of Figure 2 (Figure 4).
Denote this as MAP. The range of
v is extended above 1 up to x,a s
indicated.
One can think about where
various industries and service
markets among us may be lo-
cated. I have entered one sug-
gestion in each region of MAP.
Each is dated, because a given
industry may move through the
state space, for example, accord-
ing to the life cycle of a product
as technology and taste change.
My book shows ([1], Chapters 7
and 8) how to estimate context
parameters from observed mar-
ket proﬁle and then predict ﬁrm
and market outcomes: Guidance
for necessary computation algo-
rithms comes from closed solu-
tions for special cases, which is
all I report in this article. Details
of these equations will be furnished just around discussions
of x, substitutability. But ﬁrst consider indeterminacies in
the solution.
Path Dependency
My models give formulas for market sizes and concentra-
tion ratios along with price structure and proﬁtability, for
each point in MAP. Predictions, however, are subject to path
dependencies, which appear as two indices in the formulae.
One index is tau, the ratio of value received by buyers in
aggregate to the aggregate revenues they actually pay out. It
is the producers who make the production commitments so
that buyers can only accept or reject deals offered: they
insist on equally good deals but even then will walk away if
tau is less than unity.
The other index of indeterminacy, labeled k, appears
as a constant of integration that displaces the market
proﬁle, keeping its given curvature determined from u
and v, the location in MAP. This index k is also an ex-
pression of ﬂexibilities that entrepreneurs can exploit to
shift existing markets to new locations. A market proﬁle
curvature is viable only for some particular range of k,
differently for different regions in MAP. Figure 4 already
outlined triangular regions in MAP accordingly, and Fig-
ure 5 supplies some speciﬁcation of range of k for viable
market proﬁle.
Only when k  0 are explicit closed formulas obtained,
and Figure 5 shows that those proﬁles are viable only in two
triangular regions that share a common point at v  1, u 
FIGURE 4
Plane of contexts yielding distinct curvatures of market proﬁle.
FIGURE 5
Dependence of ﬁrm performance on location along rays in market space.
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ﬁrms in a market, and this common proﬁtability ratio fur-
thermore is constant along a diagonal through the (1,1)
point across the two triangles: indeed, with k  0:
profitability  1  v/1  u, (1)
where proﬁtability is revenue less cost, divided by revenue.
So it is low along the v  1 boundary line and grows for
successively lower diagonals through (1,1) toward 100% on
the one through (0,0): Illustrative diagonals are entered on
Figure 5 as dashed lines; instead of proﬁtability just the ratio
of revenue over cost is indicated.
For diagonals still further down, a viable market is not
guaranteed with k  0 as will now be shown.
Quality Descriptors, Aggregate Size, and PARADOX and
Unraveling Regions
Return to the set of ﬁrms with distinctive quality niches that
reproduce a market proﬁle such as in Figure 3. The math-
ematical predictions of proﬁle curvature are derived for a
representative ﬁrm: designate its quality or niceness by a
variable n, but the particular proﬁle’s height depends also
on both path dependency indexes, whose sizes for proﬁles
that are viable depend on the full set of ﬁrm locations on
quality n. In particular, in the region of MAP to be labeled
unraveling, for all values of k there is the possibility that an
otherwise viable proﬁle will disintegrate if ﬁrms from lower
range of quality offer production from a niche along the
proﬁle ([1], chapter 3). Figure 6 supplies this labeling.
And of course the aggregate size W of the market revenue
also depends on the full set of n. So does the aggregate
market size in volume of production, call it Y, which also is
to be computed in the second section. Besides sticking to
the median value of k  0, in order to simplify the second
section further I assume the ﬁrms, of number #, are spaced
evenly on quality from a minimum value of 1 to a maximum
quality of N.
The prediction formulas accommodate any locations of
the set of the # ﬁrms along quality n. Actual computation,
however, requires iterative numerical algorithms to deal
with arbitrary sets on n, and also for k not zero ([1], Appen-
dix). The phenomenology supporting this proﬁle mechanism
also embraces such arbitrary sets, but there is a proviso.
It is an analytic convenience to speak of “the quality”
and designate it by n, but of course there are two different
perspectives on quality, one for buyers by the most they
would pay for a quality level for given volume. The other
perspective, by the producer ﬁrms, focuses on cost associ-
ated with various volumes for the quality they have spent for
facilities and procedures. These two contrasting perspec-
tives have, for analytic convenience, been folded, respec-
tively, into the numerator and denominator of u.S ot h e
spacings on cost quality and on buyer quality are allowed to
be different, but the remaining inﬂexibility is yet another
approximation in the interest of tracing explicit solutions
amid complex nonlinear processes with feedbacks.
What is absolutely essential in the phenomenology,
which is not compromised by the model, is the same order-
ing of ﬁrms by cost quality as by buyer quality, but the
derivation shows that this common ordering need not have
the same polarity. It turns out that viable market proﬁles
will be found also when the product most highly valued for
quality by buyers is at the same time the producer with the
lowest cost structure.
Mathematically, this means that the ratio u is negative,
less than zero. Thus MAP, the space of market contexts,
must be doubled, as shown in Figure 6. This whole addi-
tional region is split only by the v  1 vertical ray: no proﬁles
are viable for contexts above that line, it turns out, and all
proﬁles with nonpositive values of k are sure to be viable in
the bottom half. It turns out that each diagonal for ﬁxed
proﬁtability drawn through (1, 1) back in Figure 5 just ex-
tend on back into this PARADOX region. Locations for sev-
eral wine industries are suggested there in Figure 6.
FIGURE 6
Market plane (MAP) extended to negative u, with assignments of
conventions and of wine clusters.
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corresponds to contexts where buyers are not especially
sensitive to quality and not desirous of large volumes either;
everyday or COMMON could be applied instead. Parts of
the abutting triangle labeled ADVANCED will turn out to
sustain markets with increasing returns to scale in produc-
tion. Business outcomes like proﬁtability turn out to depend
primarily on the ratios by which u and v differ from unity
rather than on contiguous regions in MAP.
SUBSTITUTABILITY AS SIPHONING: ONLY WHEN
CROWDED
Now turn to the larger canvas of whole sectors of parallel
markets that neither buy from nor sell to each others’
members. Substitutability is a more abstract notion than
curvature of market proﬁle, cost curve, and the like, or
than polarity of quality order: Construing the parameter x
introduced earlier presupposes—as with W(y) and with n,
but unlike for u and v and y—actors and process embed-
ded in distinct levels. And the value of x is not tied to
values of u and v, anymore than they are tied to one
another. So the state space of Figures 4 or 6 must be
projected into a cube, with a separate plane correspond-
ing to each value of x. Figure 7 traces how market aggre-
gate size W varies along a perpendicular sticking out of
the plane of Figure 6, which is indexed by x.
The lower curve in Figure 8 applies along a diagonal ray
in MAP [through (1, 1)] that is close to horizontal; the upper
curve applies at points in MAP along diagonals lying closer
to 45°. For equations and explanation see White [2].
Figure 8 suggests just how differentiated competition
can sustain markets even though its ﬁrms have increasing
returns to scale. The upper curve of Figure 8 shows how
the market size W grows and grows as substitutability x
shrinks and shrinks (all for some particular value of u and
also of v). The lower curve is for some smaller value of v,
so each can be seen as along a perpendicular to one point
on the MAP plane of Figure 4. Both points are in the
region with v  1 labeled CROWDED in MAP. And of
course v  1 says that buyer willingness grows faster with
volume than does cost; so Figure 8 describes markets with
increasing returns to scale. (In a market speciﬁed by a
point in other regions of MAP, change in x has much less
impact on the market size W).
Siphoning is metaphor for the upper curve in Figure 8,
where as substitutability x increases, the size of the mar-
ket shrinks because of presence of similar markets lying
cross-stream from it, but note the discontinuity: market
size actually blows up, before x gets down to unity, ex-
actly when x gets down to equal v. (Below v corresponds
to the EXPLOSIVE region in MAP, where indeed increas-
ing returns to scale make persistence of the market un-
likely.)
But what about effects from sensitivities to quality,
you may well ask, because differentiation in quality fuels
FIGURE 7
Market plane (MAP) extended to PARADOX and with third dimension
substitutability x speciﬁed and ranges of k for viable proﬁles indicated
by region (see [7], [8]).
FIGURE 8
Graphs of market revenue W versus substitutability x given critical size
vc for two ﬁxed values of v. The curve for v shows backward
siphoning.
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ratio u is crucial. When the value of v is below some
critical size vc (that is computed using the value of u),
siphoning is ﬂipped into its opposite! The lower curve in
Figure 8 is for such a v, labeled v there. So only part of
the whole triangle region labeled CROWDED (Figure 9)
supports viable markets despite increasing returns to
scale. Of the whole triangle as shown in Figures 4–7, a
cone nestled on its bottom is disregarded: there the back-
ward-siphoning of Figure 8 takes hold so that the aggre-
gate size of market will be small. Thus intuition is violated
even within CROWDED, as well as in most of the rest of
the MAP (see [2] for the mathematical details).
UPSTREAM ORIENTATION
The two major regions of MAP labeled unraveling and
TRUST in Figure 6 do not sustain market proﬁles sure to be
stable with k  0. When the distribution of quality across
ﬁrms actually seeking niches in any market will sustain a
stable proﬁle, one can always turn to iterative numerical
calculations ([1], Appendix) for making predictions. Even so,
overall guidance from exact equations is not available for
unraveling and TRUST. Such qualitative guidance, with sen-
sible outcomes for dependent variables, does prove feasible
for a dual mechanism for market oriented back upstream.
Return to the basics. Production ﬂows, of goods or ser-
vices, these are what most markets establish today, rather
than exchanges of stocks as in traditional sorts of markets.
Three roles, not just buyer and seller, are involved in com-
mitments decided in making these markets. I have already
worked through the implications of these assertions with
the aid of a speciﬁc signaling mechanism operating across
some set of ﬁrms arrayed on quality: The outcomes de-
pended on ratios of contextual sensitivity downstream to
that upstream, ﬁrst with respect to valuations of volume
produced and second with respect to valuation of differen-
tial quality of these ﬂows. Across the world more and more
of economic action is becoming engrossed into such net-
work systems of production markets.
But half the possibilities for viable market mechanism have
been left out so far. The operation of each market, its pattern-
ing of commitments by ﬁrms to production volumes, evolved
to shield ﬁrms from Knightian uncertainty of their line of
business as they perceived it. Yet, in various contexts and eras
the focus of perceived uncertainty may lie back upstream versus
suppliers, rather than, as assumed thus far, being downstream
vis a vis purchasers. It turns out that the two orientations are
largely, though not wholly, complementary in that contexts
known to support a considerable range of viable market pro-
ﬁles in one orientation usually do not support such a range for
the other orientation. Range here means range of evolutionary
paths, which was indexed by k for downstream orientation.
I begin with a brief sketch of the market mechanism with
upstream orientation. Then I explore substitutability and
feedback interactions. I end by examining how upstream
and downstream orientations complement and contrast
with one another (and see [1], Chapter 9).
Much the same phenomenology of signaling for down-
stream still can support a market proﬁle facing back up-
stream as shield against uncertainty. And this dual up-
stream mechanism proves to yield much the same MAP
space for arraying outcomes for a market according to its
context. Again the embedding of a market set of ﬁrms into
context is measured by two sensitivity ratios, one as to
volume and one as to quality. Continue to use the same
designators v and u for these two ratios.
But now the context is upside down: Draw again a con-
trast to perfect competition with which we started. With
upstream orientation it is the downstream buyer side that is
seen as predictable, with each ﬁrm approximating the rev-
enue it anticipates from volume of its output by a determi-
nate curve, analogous to cost structure for downstream (but
now lying above the W(y) proﬁle). Take as a ﬁrst example
FIGURE 9
Lines of constant [C/W] labeled by h value in the state space
for market proﬁles upstream in two regions supporting proﬁles with
k  0.
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ample would be supermarket chains in a region. Each such
producer has enough marketing expertise and experience to
be conﬁdent of what revenues it can earn according to
overall volume of throughput it commits to. Only in an
occasional era would they come to see winds of Knightian
uncertainty blowing downstream, say when a movement
against coupons and sales as improper morally took hold.
Turn to the wine sector. Consider an established market
say in Burgundy or Rhone reds where experience gives the set
of producer-brokers conﬁdence about revenues they can get
from various levels of production (cf. [8], [9]). So instead their
headache is acquisition of their shares of suitably skilled vint-
ners. One also could think of Australian producers who have
created from scratch a whole industry calibrated to predictable
sales internationally of their reliable yet distinctive wines of
good quality at production volumes large when they can in-
veigle enough skills (possibly recruiting from France).
So now its billings from suppliers, e.g., its wage bill, is the
puzzle for the representative ﬁrm in choosing its optimum
commitment from among a menu curve it reads from peers’
signals. Now W(y) is this revenue expended, rather than the
revenue received by the representative ﬁrm according to its
level of output y. The dual to Figure 3 thus has the set of
determinate curves lying above rather than below the mar-
ket proﬁle. This W(y) is now, in producers’ eyes, a liability to
be pushed down, rather than its reward to be pushed up.
Maximization by the producer pushes down against rather
than up with W(y).
What concerns the suppliers, of course, is the gap by
which W(y) exceeds their aggregate reluctance to deliver to
the representative producer the amounts required to pro-
duce ﬂow of volume y. This supplier side can enforce
equally good deals, as to wages over their reluctance or
distaste. By how much do the wages payments they receive
W exceed their aggregate reluctance to supply? This mea-
sure, the dual to tau, is the ratio of aggregate reluctance to
aggregate W. It must be less than unity. Suppliers would
simply evaporate from situations described by a ratio of
unity or more. Operationally, this reluctance to supply
amounts to the minimum aggregate payment suppliers would
have accepted for that menu of equally attractive offers.
But again, the choice of volume commitments is still by
the producers. Each chooses from its own determinate
curve of revenue from downstream. It picks that volume
which maximizes its net proﬁt after subtraction of the wage
bill W(y) which it paid.
Again the sensitivity ratios determine the curvature of
W(y). This is the curvature that can sustain itself against the
competing pressures from producers and from suppliers. It
coaxes each producer into a distinctive niche on price, such
that the niches offer equally good deals in suppliers’ eyes.
With such curvature given, again a whole family of pro-
ﬁles, index them again by k, may each prove sustainable.
Exactly the same abstract formula (1) continues to apply,
but with the substantive meaning reversed, W(y) being a
liability rather than a reward of the representative producer.
The results are easiest to read not from formulas but
from the upstream analog to MAP that is given in Figure 9.
This also reports, like Figure 5, the ranges of k that yield
viable markets, now in upstream orientation.
Not surprisingly, the pattern of bounding regions by the
diagonal and unity lines carries through because the same
two analytic functions are used to describe contexts: func-
tions of volume and quality.
However, now the function for cost downstream formula
becomes the function for determinate revenue extracted from
downstream, and now it is the cost that is amorphous, hard to
read. Therefore the difference of functions being maximized
previously is now being minimized, or more literally its nega-
tive is being maximized. Maximization and positivity con-
straints for acceptable maximization are thus turned inside-
out as it were (see [1], pp 186–187 for details on deriving the
dual to Table 3.2 for downstream orientation).
Figure 7 is the dual MAP to that in Figure 6 for down-
stream orientation. Five features are striking. First, what was
the ORDINARY triangle is now forbidden, not viable. So
upstream orientation cannot hold in contexts close to what is
assumed in approximating the market in terms of pure
competition. The contrast between upstream and down-
stream orientations is greatest just in these contexts.
And the delights of operation in ADVANCED contexts are
not available. When buyer sensitivity to quality gets very
high relative to suppliers’ (large u), that must be counter-
balanced by low buyer valuation of higher volume relative
to suppliers’ disvaluation of such, but that requires just that
unraveling quadrant, which was not available in down-
stream orientation, because of unraveling of proﬁle dis-
cussed around Figure 5. So these are the second and third
striking features.
The fourth feature is that upstream orientation is maxi-
mally viable (range of k largest) for the quadrangle with vol-
ume sensitivity ratio greater than unity and quality sensitivity
ratio less than unity (rectangle labeled TRUST for downstream
orientation earlier). This quadrant is really more turf for up-
stream. And the ﬁfth feature is that the remaining half plane,
PARADOX, is indeed equally suitable either for downstream or
for upstream orientation of market signaling mechanism (but
for k non-negative rather than nonpositive).
Substitutability and Feedback
Somewhat the same account can be given for cross-stream
interaction as earlier was given for downstream orientation.
The analog to cross-stream substitutability across markets
facing downstream will continue to be greater than unity,
like the parameter x was for downstream. This analog to x is
the exponential power by which aggregate reluctance of
suppliers to the market in isolation is pushed up by any
9 4 COMPLEXITY © 2003 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.presence of alternative calls for supplies from other mar-
kets, whereas x reﬂected the shrinking of buyer call for
products from the given markets because of substitutability
with the parallel markets.
So continue to designate the cross-stream interaction
parameter by x, now a mnemonic for “Xcuse me for butting
OUT.” Again its minimum size is unity. Again, being an
independent parameter, it deﬁnes a third dimension for the
dual MAP in Figure 9.
The ratios of parameters are inverted, but the label kept
because the same numerical value is assigned for comput-
ing results that are comparable as to substantive context on
cost and buyer sides. The analog to formulas for the rays in
Figures 5 and 7 is now as follows:
h  u  v/vu  1
It follows that the analog to a ray is an hyperbola passing
through the center point (1, 1), deﬁned by a formula in
coordinates measured from that center, U  u  1, V  v  1:
h  U  V/V  1  U (2)
whereas in these coordinates the deﬁning equation for the
linear ray for downstream (which was not reported explicitly
earlier) is just
e  U  V/U. (3)
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Like other social constructions, production markets of a
given variety accumulate distinctive cultural patterns, mo-
res and tones, and I can cite work on that aspect, using
markets in wine, especially French wines, for illustrations.
Wine markets exemplify many of the major varieties of
markets, while yet being also related through some degree
of mutual substitutability as a sector. They are the focus of
collaborative work both with an interdisciplinary group at
INRA-Montpelier and also with sociologists in business
schools here (cf. [5], [10]). Furthermore, wine markets bring
out the tangibly historical paths through which all markets
come into recognition as distinct lines of business.
A possibility not recognized either in ordinary business
discourse, or in the offshoot rhetoric in economics, emerges
from this social construction model of markets. A dual form
of the model characterizes a dual version of market that
orients to uncertainty back upstream. This upstream dual
yields a different MAP, with different instabilities. A market
with undifferentiated products, so-called pure competition,
is a valid limiting case for downstream but not for these dual
upstream-oriented markets.
The second most striking ﬁnding is switching in the
impact of substitutability (for either orientation) on aggre-
gate size of the given market. Only within (most of) the
CROWDED region is the common intuition born out that
market size decreases as substitutability increases. The third
striking feature is the very existence of viable competitive
markets in this CROWDED region, contexts with increasing
returns to scale for producers.
For other principal conclusions besides these three, consult
the last sections of my two cited works [1,2]. What remains for
further exploration is how cross-stream interactions among
markets with one orientation may interact with cross-stream
interactions among markets with the other orientation. Both-
ner and White [6] have explored this. And Zuckerman [3] has
examined effects of interactions across investment and ﬁ-
nance markets. These suggest extensions and likely correla-
tions to various factor markets as well as further correlation
with the economics of Conventions [7].
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